Our day at fischerwerke Tumlingen
On Wednesday the 14 th July 2010 we the global studies group of the Jahrgangsstufe 1 of the
Eduard-Spranger-Schule have visited the fischerwerke GmbH & Co.KG in Waldachtal.
It was in spite of the hot weather very instructive. Because we were not only informed about the
company we also have heard how to apply successfully for a job.
At 8 o’clock we all have met each other in front of the gate of fisher. Mrs Stephanie Kneißler the
contact person for trainees and four trainees have come to welcome us and after that we have
started a guided tour of the company. Very particularly was that our guides were the trainees
because so we had the opportunity to ask them special things about the training and how it is to
work in this job. Besides this it was really interesting to see how the production of the products
which we normally only can see in the finished form - for example fixing systems - works behind
the scenes.
Another highlight was that everyone was allowed to make her- or hisself key chain to get a little
insight into the technical jobs which fisher offers.
After our guide tour we had a breakfast at the canteen of fisher and then Mrs. Kneißler has told us
all the important information which all of us should take into consideration if she or he wants to
apply for a job and is interested to get this job!
What we’ve learned in a short form:
Keep always yourself!
At the latest during your interview they will see your true face and if you have written that you are
very extrovert in your application although you are shy this would be not really advantageous.
After these informative advices we have gone to the canteen again and have had a very tasty
lunch there.
Later we’ve gone to Horb to visit another establishment of fisher: fisher automotive systems. Here
we’ ve get an insight into the production of the important parts of our cars: our CD-players, our
cupholders etc.
Back in Waldachtal we had a short break and everyone could drink coffee and eat biscuits to
recover and than it was our turn:
Five students have presented the subject global studies so that Mrs. Kneißler and the others could
get an insight into this subject.
Finally Mr. John Brocklebank an Irishman who works at fisher has given us a few information
about fisher in English of course and with a nice group photo we have finished our informative visit
at fischerwerke GmbH & Co.KG and I only can say that it has paid off.
In the name of our global studies group I want to give thanks to all them who has given us all the
information and I’m sure that one or two or maybe more students will be apply for a
apprenticeship place at fisher.
Thank you!
Elifcan Ünal, J1/3

